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NOTES ON THE LITTLE TERN AND YOUNG. 
BY 

J. N. DOUGLAS SMITH. 

DURING the nesting seasons of 1919 and 1920 I spent some 
time watching and photographing the Terns on Tentsmuir, 
Fife. I had many opportunities of studying the behaviour 
of adult Common, Arctic and Little Terns, all of which nest 
on or near the moor, but in each case I found that my observa
tions came to an end shortly after the eggs were hatched. 
As soon as the young were able to leave the nest they scrambled 
after their parents, which sometimes seemed to make a point 
of enticing them away from my hiding tent, until at last 
they were either entirely hidden from view or were at such 
a distance from me that it was impossible to see clearly just 
exactly what was happening. I was anxious to evolve some 
plan by which it might be possible to keep the chicks under 
observation for a considerable length of time, but it was not 
until late in the 1920 season that I managed after several 
unsuccessful experiments to set up a control in which the young 
birds could live under natural conditions and into which 
the old birds would enter without fear. 

At first I surrounded the chicks with low strips of wire 
netting, but at that time I was unable to obtain any with a 
smaller mesh than three-quarters of an inch, and the young 
of the three Terns succeeded in squeezing through during 
the first day. Then I tried making an enclosure by means 
of pieces of driftwood, and finding a nest of the Little Tern 
(Sterna a. albifrons) with two newly hatched chicks, I set up 
the boards, letting them project three inches above the level 
of the shingle and banking them up on the outer side with 
sand. One of the chicks was very weak compared with the 
other and lay close to one of the boards, where it was sheltered 
from the wind, while the other scrambled about in the 
enclosure. When the female arrived she was very nervous 
and flew off and returned several times before she showed 
much interest in the chicks. After watching the extreme 
neatness with which Little Terns run over the shingle it was 
very strange to see the clumsy way in which this particular 
Tern hopped down the three-inch drop into the control ; 
several times she only saved herself from falling by the timely 
use of her wings. When she had become accustomed to the 
enclosure she followed the more active chick and seemed to 
peck at its back. She opened her bill slightly and then 
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closed it, but her pecks never reached the chick. Then she 
sat down in the middle of the control and fluffed out her 
feathers as if wanting to brood the chicks, but the one was 
too lively and the other was too weak to respond. Once or 
twice she shuffled forward for a few inches after the active 
chick and several times she went through the " tucking-in " 
movement, although there was nothing under her to tuck in. 
It would appear that this is an instinctive action, and I am 
inclined to think that the former pecking was simply part of 
the movement. 

While the Tern was sitting she suddenly gave an angry 
chatter, finishing in a scream, and dashed off in pursuit of some 
bird, probably a Crow, which was being chased past by some 
other Terns. When she had been away for some time heavy 
rain began to fall, and very soon both chicks showed signs of 
collapse. A sudden rainstorm coming on when the parent 
birds are absent from the nest seems to be practically always 
fatal to chicks during the first day of their lives, and during 
the wet season last year immense numbers of nestlings of 
the Common Terns were destroyed in this way. I waited 
anxiously for the return of the female, and fortunately the 
shower was of short duration, but it was not until fifty-five 
minutes had elapsed from the time when she left the control 
that I heard her call over my head. Knowing that she could 
not possibly collect both chicks, and that at best only one 
would be saved, I left the tent and placed the two of them 
together in a little hollow in the sand. They were quite cold 
and almost lifeless, but when I examined them on my way 
home an hour later they were still in the hollow but had 
revived after their narrow escape. 

The next day—the second in the lives of the chicks—I 
erected a new control with a six-yard strip of wire of five-
eighths of an inch mesh, with six inches of netting above the 
sand. I put the chicks in a fairly deep hollow to protect 
them from the wind, but when the female arrived she was very 
restless. She soon left, and on her return the chicks ran to 
her and she brooded them quietly on the level ground. I 
think it was the inability of the Tern to keep a proper watch 
that militated against the success of the wooden enclosure, 
for after she left the hollow the female never showed any 
signs of nervousness. At first the male was rather doubtful 
about entering the control, but at last he flew down into it 
and walked about for some time before he flew away. After 
he had been absent for five minutes the female suddenly 
chattered, and the male alighted in the control carrying a 
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sand-eel which he gave to his mate. This she swallowed 
greedily without rising from the chicks. As soon as she had 
been fed, she flew some two yards away and began to scrape 
a hollow in the sand, giving the slow, low-pitched " Yupp 

yuPP " note. She went through the same perform
ance on several later occasions. The chicks did their best 
to reach her, but when the parent bird found that they were 
unable to escape she walked back and for the first time 

LITTLE TERN : Five days' old chick with sand-eel. 

(Photographed by J. N. Douglas Smith.) 

examined the obstruction, pushing her bill here and there 
through the wire. Then she brooded the chicks again, only 
leaving them in order to receive food from the male or to fly 
round for a few minutes at a time. At first she seemed to 
have some difficulty in realizing the presence of the wire and 
twice she struck against it. Once when she was coming down 
she suddenly saw the netting a few inches in front of her and 
swerved upwards, alighting neatly in the middle of the control 
—a very pretty piece of flying. 
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In the afternoon my brother spent two hours in the tent 
and found that the female spent most of her time with the 
chicks. On one occasion as she was brooding one of them, 
the other raised its open bill and she touched it gently with 
hers, but no food passed. About ten minutes later the male 
chattered and arrived in the control carrying a tiny sand-eel. 
One of the chicks ran to meet him and he offered it the fish, 
but the chick touched it and refused to hold it. The male 
then gave it to the female as she sat covering the other chick 
and she offered it to the first, which swallowed it at once. 

LITTLE T E R N : Six days ' old chick swallowing a sand-eel 

(Photographed by J. N. Douglas Smith.) 

This was the first time that either of us had seen the chicks 
fed. The same chick received a larger sand-eel ten minutes 
later, and five minutes after that the male brought back 
another sand-eel. This he offered to the other chick, which 
seized it rather too near the middle. After watching the 
chick give three or four futile gulps the male held up the eel 
by the tail, and, thus adjusted, it slipped comparatively easily 
down the chick's throat. 

I did not visit the moor on the third day, and when I 
returned on the fourth I noticed a considerable change. 
The weaker chick had always been slightly darker than the 
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other, and now when the stronger and more lightly coloured 
was also the larger it was easy to identify them when they 
were being fed. Once more the male had to assist a chick 
in its efforts to swallow food, as had been witnessed by my 
brother two days before. The male brought a large sand-eel 
about four inches long and this was seized by the dark chick, 
which managed to swallow half. The parent then caught 
the fish's tail and pulled it out a little, and the chick succeeded 
in getting it down in the way in which it should go. Whenever 
a chick swallowed an unusually large fish, it had great difficulty 
in keeping its balance and staggered about gulping, some
times nearly falling backwards. During that day the light 
chick was very lively and made several little scrapes for 
itself, kicking out the sand behind it after the manner of the 
female. 

On the fifth day there was great activity on the part of 
the chicks, which anxiously awaited the arrival of food. They 
piped eagerly whenever they heard any Little Terns calling, 
unlike the female which seemed to be able to recognize the 
note of her mate. Once the male arrived chattering, just 
outside the control, carrying a sand-eel, but he made no effort 
to feed the chicks. Instead, he raised his bill and the fish, 
and chattered loudly to the female, which presently alighted 
near him. He then walked for a short distance and dropped 
the fish on the sand, I think by accident. He picked it up 
at once, held it for a minute and swallowed it deliberately, 
much to the disappointment of the chicks. The light chick 
made good use of its superior strength, and by dint of tiring 
out the dark one forced it to act as a wind-shield. In this 
way it also obtained a valuable start in the race to meet the 
returning parent, and again and again received food out of 
its turn. By the end of the afternoon the dark chick was 
ravenously hungry and once made a dash at a sand-eel which 
the light one was about to swallow. This was the only time 
that I saw a chick interfere with the other. As a rule when 
a parent brought a fish there was intense excitement on the 
part of both chicks, but as soon as one of them received the 
prize the unfortunate one calmed down. Just before I left 
the tent the male arrived with a four-inch sand-eel and the 
dark chick got there first, chiefly owing to the fact that the 
other was handicapped by a recent meal. The male left 
before the eel was swallowed, and at that moment the female 
returned and began to brood the other chick. In his haste 
to enjoy the first meal which he had received that afternoon 
the dark chick dropped the sand-eel, and for a moment did 
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not appear to have any idea as to what he ought to do about 
it. Then he ran up to the female, which was facing away 
from the scene of the tragedy, and in some way which I could 
not follow seemed to acquaint her with his loss. She rose, 
and, followed by both chicks, walked to the fish, which she 
picked up and gave to its rightful owner. Shortly afterwards 
she also picked up a small piece of black sea-weed, which to 
me looked very like a sand-eel. This she flung away sharply 
to one side with a gesture as near akin to impatience as I 
have ever seen in any bird. 

During the three consecutive hours which I spent in the 
tent on that day, the chicks received six sand-eels of various 
sizes; but of these the light chick secured five, while the dark 
chick had to be content with one. 

On the sixth day the dark chick was lying dead in the middle 
of the control. There was no sign of injury, and on examina
tion soon afterwards there was nothing in his stomach. It 
seems probable that his end was due to the superior pace and 
weight of the other chick, but whether he might have reached 
maturity after a weakly infancy if he had been allowed un
restricted liberty must remain a matter of conjecture. 

After the removal of his only competitor, the light chick 
had things all his own way. For the first time I saw a small 
flat-fish included in the menu. Once the female looked very 
intently at the black weed which she had picked up the day 
before, but did not touch it again. She spent a good deal 
of time sitting about outside the wire. Sometimes she brooded 
the chick, taking up a position, which I had noticed before, 
with her bill over her right shoulder, either pressing down the 
chick or touching the tip of his bill, I could not see which, as 
he crouched between her body and right wing. 

The seventh day was uneventful except for the fact that 
the chick once dropped a sand-eel and picked it up immediately 
by the middle. After some manoeuvring, during which the 
fish did not again touch the sand, he succeeded in getting 
its head into his mouth and swallowed it. 

On the eighth day my visits to the moor came to an end, 
and, as I had only a short time to spare before collecting my 
various belongings, I thought it might be interesting to count 
the number of meals which the chick received in one hour. 
By this time both parents were playing their parts in catching 
fish, and the fun was fast and furious. The food consisted 
of sand-eels and flat-fish, all the eels being about two and a 
half inches long, while the flat-fish also were all of one size. 
One of them was passed through the netting, the mesh of 
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which was slightly over five-eighths of an inch horizontally 
Before I entered the tent I decided to begin the hour's trial 
on the first arrival of a bird with food, in case my approach 
might have disturbed one of the return journeys. I took up 
my position at 12.5 p.m. and had to wait for ten minutes 
before beginning the test. 

The following are the details of the next hour :— 
12.15, Sand-eel; 12.20, Sand-eel; 12.24, Flat-fish ; 

12.25, Sand-eel; 12.29, Flat-fish. After this the chick 
looked very tired and lay in the sun, head to wind sometimes 
with his bill slightly open. By 12.40 he was again active, 
running about and looking for his parents. 12.42, Sand-eel; 
12.49, Flat-fish ; 12.52, Flat-fish ; 1.0, Flat-fish, which was 
passed through the wire. Then no more food was brought 
until after the hour had elapsed. By that time the chick 
was very hungry and at 1.19 welcomed a parent and another 
flat-fish with enthusiasm. 

Although it is of course impossible to state the average 
number of meals from a test of this duration, it is none the 
less worthy of note that in the space of one hour a Little Tern 
chick, aged less than seven and a half days, received and 
digested four sand-eels and five flat-fish. 

Then rather regretfully I removed the control and watched 
the chick run off over the shingle, evidently none the worse 
for its week's imprisonment 


